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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Daz
Wilson (illustrator). Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand
*****.ROBOACHIEVER: Learning achievement through robotic game adventures. This 40+ page
workbook permits virtual game play for the RoboAchiever flagship product of our hands-on game
kit adventures. Also, includes friendly team competition option for 2-team play. The Elementary
School gamer can now immediately commence game play through navigation of the Dahrtok
region, and help liberate the Dahrtok Villagers from entrapment by the invading Imperial
Interferon. Your mission is to defeat these mutant invaders and restore lost knowledge to the
Dahrtok Villagers. There are math challenges that must be solved along the way to prove your
continued readiness, but you are up to the challenge. Once mastered the full 2 by 2 foot game mat
and actual robot companion can be ordered for actual floor game play. Join us, Commander, on
this mission to save and restore the Dahrtok civilization. They await your rescue. You can begin
your journey to this OuterWorld Region with this workbook that embarks on initial virtual game
play. Your story now begins . Episode 1: The Day Before As Junie slurps his soffee, with...
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Reviews
I just started out reading this ebook. I could comprehended every little thing out of this written e book. I am pleased to inform you that this is actually the
very best publication i have read through inside my personal life and could be he best ebook for ever.
-- Antonia O r n IV
This book might be worth a study, and superior to other. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and never confusing. I am just happy to inform you
that here is the greatest ebook i have got read within my personal daily life and may be he best pdf for actually.
-- Mr s. Avis Little DDS
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